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66.31% 187

57.80% 163

48.23% 136

45.04% 127

37.23% 105

36.52% 103

23.76% 67

21.28% 60

15.60% 44

Q2 What would you like to see the next chief focus on in the next 2-3
years? (Select all that apply)

Answered: 282 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 282  

Build
community trust

Demonstrate
that officer...

Demilitarize
the department

Reduce crime

Change
department...

Release
body-camera...

Diversify the
department

Other (please
specify)

Create a
data-driven...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Build community trust

Demonstrate that officers will be held accountable

Demilitarize the department

Reduce crime

Change department culture

Release body-camera footage of police use of force incidents within 72 hours

Diversify the department

Other (please specify)

Create a data-driven agency
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 defunding the police department 9/9/2020 8:17 AM

2 Defunding department 9/9/2020 8:05 AM

3 MPD's been an exemplary PD for decades - and has changed as needed - keep up the good
work!

9/9/2020 1:11 AM

4 Work to hold the conversations needed to imagine a future without the institution of policing,
and allocate resources accordingly

9/8/2020 4:05 PM

5 You can’t improve relations with the police and the community if you are only supporting one
side. Stand up for your community, support your department.

9/8/2020 2:14 PM

6 I would have chosen "Reduce crime" because it is extremely important but I think that needs
to be done in collaboration with other city departments and non-profits

9/8/2020 1:56 PM

7 reduce the police department budget so that police are focused on police work and social
problems can be addressed through social services

9/8/2020 1:01 PM

8 Fire Matt Kenny 9/8/2020 12:51 PM

9 Enhance options for officers and staff to deal with trauma. 9/6/2020 8:28 AM

10 reallocating funds from force-based policing and weapons/military training into more
community-based policing

9/4/2020 2:45 PM

11 Stop the police brutality and violence. As well as racism. Fire employees who do not meet the
standard

9/4/2020 2:44 PM

12 Help build up agencies that respond to community needs without access to lethal force 9/3/2020 9:09 AM

13 The police chief must be allowed to do their job against the pressure of the widespread
unscientific anti-police rhetoric that the corporate media is profiting from by inflaming
outrageous sampling bias in their selection of incidents to report to national public attention
without consideration for the empirical statistics from NCIC which paint a very different picture
than what is currently trendy to believe.

9/2/2020 3:58 PM

14 Engage all officers in implicit bias training 9/1/2020 8:54 AM

15 Collaborate with social services to create mental health response unit 8/30/2020 6:34 PM

16 Moving forward all Police officers should be treated with respect. I would like to see a
government Handbook that requires local government and enforcement to support each other
in the event of a crisis. I would like to see unity from you all.

8/30/2020 8:39 AM

17 Restore morale and improve wellness to MPD 8/29/2020 4:39 PM

18 Prioritize deescalation skills and minimize police involement in the communnity
(reduce/eliminate presence at events and protests, advocate for other city responses to crisis
situations)

8/29/2020 2:12 PM

19 work to strengthen community ties, while also achieving the actual goal of a police department,
which is the restraint of crime and public safety and order

8/29/2020 9:07 AM

20 helping officers do their job 8/28/2020 2:08 PM

21 Stop community policing 8/28/2020 1:45 PM

22 arrest criminals 8/28/2020 12:39 PM

23 Training 8/28/2020 9:47 AM

24 train for cultural competence 8/28/2020 9:43 AM

25 Reduce the size of the department, reduce budget, reduce use of force 8/28/2020 8:54 AM

26 promote non-police response to emergency calls relating to mental health, and to the
enforcement of traffic

8/28/2020 8:14 AM

27 Helping find the next qualified mayor 8/28/2020 7:47 AM
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28 Stop using tear gas on citizens 8/28/2020 3:46 AM

29 Identify and offload all services that shouldn’t be managed by law enforcement. 8/27/2020 9:44 PM

30 Advocate for more funding for hiring more police officers. 8/27/2020 8:51 PM

31 Slash budget 8/27/2020 4:48 PM

32 continual improvement of the current department, no major changes 8/27/2020 1:21 PM

33 MPD is already one of the most diverse and progressive departments of its peers, however, it
should be mandating body cameras for all officers and portraying to council that is the most
important tools in 'accountability'. In addition, MPD should be vocal, visible and articulate in
conveying the importance of 'compliance' when an individual is tasked to follow police
instruction

8/27/2020 10:47 AM

34 The next chief needs to fully support the implementation of the independent auditor and the
civilian review board.

8/27/2020 10:18 AM

35 Bring back stability to Madison 8/27/2020 9:05 AM

36 Rehire Chief Noble Wray; gun control laws to keep guns out of the hands of irresponsible
people

8/27/2020 8:48 AM

37 stop allowing businesses to be destroyed and antimidation of law abiding citizens. REDUCE
Crime - stolen vehicles, homes broken into, violence, shootings, lootings, etc. Generally, allow
cetizens to feel safe at home

8/27/2020 8:45 AM

38 Continue the same high standards for training, recruitment and day-to-day police work already
in place

8/27/2020 4:38 AM

39 investigate white infiltration of white nationalists 8/26/2020 11:05 PM

40 Electrify police fleet 8/26/2020 10:44 PM

41 More training officers in non-lethal force, specifically Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu 8/26/2020 10:16 PM

42 reduce police force size 8/26/2020 8:59 PM

43 Hire more police officers to help reduce the increased crime. 8/26/2020 6:56 PM

44 Should not enforce unconstitutional laws 8/26/2020 5:42 PM

45 Not give in to misguided politically correct movements 8/26/2020 4:06 PM

46 Community Involvement 8/26/2020 10:14 AM

47 Work on ways to defund MPD and transfer tasks to appropriate non-police agencies 8/26/2020 10:00 AM

48 Stop kowtowing to insane liberals who are destroying Madison. 8/26/2020 6:34 AM

49 Stopping the out of control crime spree 8/25/2020 8:04 PM

50 Increase the staff and focus on the shooters and trouble makers in this city. 8/25/2020 7:07 PM

51 Develop or work with those trained in responding appropriately to those with mental health
crises, i.e. l, CAHOOTS.

8/25/2020 4:23 PM

52 Defund the department 8/25/2020 2:20 PM

53 Remember that the civilian staff matters 8/24/2020 12:50 PM

54 Return to a culture that arrests law-breakers and keeps them off the streets, and one that calls
car theft car theft no matter who does the stealing.

8/24/2020 11:16 AM

55 Someone who can stand up for residents and not be neutered by the city council 8/24/2020 10:44 AM

56 Stand up for the safety of the community no matter what the PC is 8/23/2020 6:46 PM

57 Support officers to enforce the law and respond to lawless behavior 8/23/2020 6:12 PM

58 Being willing to abandon city leadership who won't support what's required for excellence, just
like Koval.

8/23/2020 6:12 PM
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59 Add more officers 8/23/2020 5:41 PM

60 Policing 8/23/2020 5:40 PM


